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Abstract: Ground Vibration Testing (GVT) of aircraft is a measurementcampaign performed
in the development process of an aircraft, with the objective of obtaining experimental data of
the aircraft to validate and update the structural dynamic models, which can in turn be used
to predict important behavior, such as flutter. These measurements are usually carried out us-
ing standard accelerometers, which lead to the identification of the displacement mode shapes.
However, the use of strain sensors in vibration and modal related applications has recently
gained popularity, due to some advantages, such as sensor size and the fact that strain relates
directly to stress. On the other hand, interpreting the strain mode shapes can sometimes be
more complex, so the use of both strain and acceleration sensors can lead to a more complete
and understandable dataset.

In this paper, the main results of a GVT campaign on an F-16 aircraft will be shown, where
the full aircraft was instrumented with accelerometers andone of the wings was also fully in-
strumented with dynamic strain sensors. The main results ofthe test campaign will be shown,
where both strain sensor and accelerometer measurements are processed simultaneously, re-
sulting in the strain and displacement mode shapes, respectively, and some characteristics and
advantages of carrying out the tests this way will be presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

The ground vibration testing of aircraft is often considered a very important step in the aircraft
design, being most useful to identify the structural dynamics of the aircraft [1, 2], which in turn
are used for to correlate and update numerical models. This in turn leads to better are more
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accurate models of the aircraft, improving the design efficiency and reducing the overall design
cycle time.

This sort of testing has evolved from lengthy tests, such as the normal modes testing, to more
efficient (but still accurate) methodologies, using broadband excitation signals and controlled
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) excitation methods [3]. Nonetheless, various types of
improvements are still being sought by the aircraft industry, both in the reduction of testing
time, but also on enhanced quality and interpretation of thedata, that is, to obtain more relevant
results from the same test.

One way to achieve this is to use different types of sensors that can yield information that
could not be obtained before. In this sense, even though modal testing has been for a long time
associated with the use of accelerometers, the use strain sensors in modal analysis [4, 5] has
had increased interest from both industry and academia [6, 7]. They can be used not only to
assess structural integrity on prototype stages, but can also give a better insight to where there
are higher levels of stress within a complicated structure.

Another application of dynamic strain measurements is related to the strain-displacement
relations [8], or more specifically load prediction using strain measurements. In many aerospace
applications, where size and weight are very restricted, and any sensor placed on the outside of
an aircraft should affect its aerodynamic properties as little as possible, strain gauges make for
an attractive solution for in-flight measurements.

In this paper, the use of dynamic strain sensors on a GVT test campaign will be shown. The
test campaign was part of the GVT Master Class, where the full testing was carried out on an
F-16 aircraft. For this purpose, in addition to the traditional accelerometers, 17 piezo strain
sensors [9] were instrumented on the left wing of the aircraft, and the test procedure was carried
out using the standard MIMO excitation methods.

2 STRAIN MODAL ANALYSIS

The use of strain sensors in modal analysis follows the typical modal formulation - it is similar
to the classical modal analysis form, but with some differences. The modal superposition can
be applied to strain modal analysis, and it leads to the following formulation:

ε(t, p) =
n

∑

r=1

ψr(p)qr(t) (1)

whereψr is the rth strain mode at point p, qr(t) the generalized modal coordinate andε(t, p)
being the strain at time t and at point p .

Given the theory of elasticity, the strain in a general direction is equal to the gradient of the
vector component in that same direction. That is, for the displacement in the general direction
u, the strain will be:

ε(t, p) =∇u(t, p) (2)

with ε(t, p) being the strain at time t and at point p, and∇ is the linear spatial differential
operator.

The relation between a force input and a strain output, in terms of displacement and strain
modes is then represented as:

ε =
n

∑

r=1

ψrΛ
–1
r φrF (3)
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whereF is the time dependent force vector. Finally, the strain frequency response function
(SFRF) can be obtained, in matrix form:

H
ε =

n
∑

r=1

Λ
–1
r {ψr} {φr} = [ψr] [Λr]

–1 [φr]
T (4)

The expansion of (4) is:
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(5)

where Np represents the number of strain gauge measurement stations(or the number of
output measurements) and Nq represents the number of excitation points (or the number of
inputs).

Strain modal analysis and the use of strain gauges in modal testing can be referred to as a
means of using solely strain gauges as the output sensors in modal analysis. However, there
can be many benefits in combining strain gauge and accelerometer measurements [10]. On one
hand, strain modes can be very hard to interpret, since by themselves they do not directly show
how the structure is being displaced. If the structure beinganalyzed is very complicated in
shape and structure (as is the case with an aircraft) then thetask of interpreting the strain mode
shapes becomes very complex [11]. On the other hand, the strain modes can provide valuable
information that otherwise is not available by solely usingaccelerometers [12, 13].

Being able to visualize where strain (and therefore stress) occurs, as well as find out how
the vibration modes contribute to this effect, is very valuable. Therefore, by combining strain
gauge and accelerometer measurements, one can be able to combine the ease of interpretation
that comes from displacement mode shapes, to the additionalstrain concentration information
provided by the strain modes.

For the mixed strain and displacement modal analysis, the modal superposition formulation
has the same format, but is composed of the displacement and strain parts [14, 15].

3 PIEZO STRAIN SENSORS

To carry out dynamic strain measurements, many types of sensors can be used, each one with
their advantages and drawbacks. For the strain measurements in the GVT measurement cam-
paign, piezo strain sensors were chosen (PCB 740B02). This type of reusable sensor, suitable
for dynamic measurements, is is structured with a quartz sensing element and microelectronics
circuitry. It can only be used to measure unidirectional strain and has a grid length of 15mm.

The advantage of this type of sensor, in comparison with the resistive strain gauges, comes
from its better signal-to-noise-ratio, due to the piezoelectric sensing element. It employs the
commonly used ICPR© (IEPE) amplifier, a real charge amplifier which converts the original
signal (electric charge) of the quartz, in voltage proportional to the measured strain, with their
nominal sensitivity being around 50mV/µε, with a frequency range similar to that of piezo
accelerometers, varying from 0.5 Hz to 100KHz (not usable tomeasure static loads). The
sensing element of each sensor is protected by a titanium housing which is hermetically sealed,
and its stiffness does not allow the use of the sensor of curved surfaces.
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These sensors, differently from the resistive strain gauges, can be mounted using a quick-
bonding cyanoacrylate gel, which makes the bonding procedure much faster, and more compati-
ble with the instrumentation timings and efforts required for a GVT test campaign. Nonetheless,
proper mounting is critical to good sensor performance, as with the traditional strain gauges -
all surfaces must be clean, dry, and free of oils before applying adhesive. However, the sensor
can be reused and re-applied in case it might be necessary. The calibration of theses sensors is
not done on site, and is instead carried out in a controlled environment, where the sensors are
dynamically calibrated using a steel cantilever beam.

The 740A02 strain sensor combines a quartz sensing element and microelectronic signal
conditioning within a titanium housing of outer dimensions0.2 x 0.6 x 0.07 inches [5,1 x 15,2
x 1,8 mm]. The sensor measures in- plane normal strain along the length of the sensor (Figure
1). The sensor is designed for minimum sensitivity to transverse strain. Because the sensing
element is quartz, it is inherently insensitive to pyroelectric (thermal) disturbances. The sensor

Figure 1: 740A02 strain Sensor construction. Sensitive andtransverse axis indicated in top
view . Cross section shows mounting to structure

is mounted to the structure under test via an adhesive bond. For accurate measurements and
good strain transfer into sensor, the mounting surface mustbe clean and flat and the adhesive
layer must be thin and of high stiffness

The strain sensor sensitivity is calibrated by the method ofa steel cantilever beam. When
the stiffness modulus of the structure under test is less then the modulus of steel, the actual
sensitivity is less than the calibrated sensitivity.

The upper limit to the frequency response is determined either by cable drive consideration
or by wavelength of dynamic strain. Long cables capacitively load the frequency output and
with long cables measurement of high frequency may require the use of a higher current power
supply. Measurements are accurate when the wavelength is large compared to the length of the
sensor. The wavelengthλ can be determined from the following formula [16]:

λ = c/f (6)
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where c is the speed of sound and and f is the frequency. A good rule of thumb is that the
wavelength can be determined from the following equation:

fu = 0.1· c/L (7)

where L is the length of the sensor.
Low inherent transverse sensitivity is one reason that a quartz sensing element, rather than

piezoceramic, is used in the 740A02 strain sensor. Based on the cut of quartz, the inherent
transverse sensitivity of the 740A02 sensor is equal to -1.9%. This means that if the sensitivity
is 50 mV/µε along the sensing axis, the sensitivity transverse to this axis will be -0.95 mV/µε.
By design, the sensitivity to in-plane shear strain is zero. The following acceptance test, using
the calibration beam shown in Figures 2 and 3, can determine the transverse sensitivity to an
accuracy of 5% (a more accurate method is being developed which will determine transverse
strain to an uncertainty of±0.5%).

Figure 2. Cantilever beam for determination of sensitivity.(26 x 2 x 0.25 inches steel beam)

Figure 3. Determination of transverse sensitivity. Piezo sensor mounted at 0 and 90 degrees
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The piezoelectric sensor is mounted at 0 and 90 degrees and output recorded. The measured
strain field is also recorded:

ε =

[

εxx εxy
εyx εyy

]

=

[

εxx 0
0 εyy

]

=

[

εxx 0
0 –µεxx

]

(8)

As expected, the measured in-plane shear is equal to zero andεyy arises because of Poisson’s
effect (the cantilever beam is uniaxial stress, but biaxialstrain!). The output voltage is related
to the strain field through:

V0
0 = Sε0

xx + Stε
0
xx (9)

V90
0 = Stε

90
xx + Sε90

yy (10)

The superscripts 0 and 90 indicate measurements at 0o and 90o respectively. The above equa-
tions can be solved for the main axis and transverse sensitivities, S and St.

4 STRAIN MODAL ANALYSIS APPLIED ON THE GROUND VIBRATION TEST-
ING OF AN F-16

The ground vibration test campaign was carried out using thetraditional instrumentation plus
the piezo strain sensors described on the previous section.This test campaign was part of the
LMS GVT Master Class [17, 18]. In total, 136 measurements wereobtained from the instru-
mentation in the whole aircraft - of these, 17 were strain sensors instrumented on the left wing,
2 force cells and the rest were from accelerometers. On the left wing, 8 tri-axial accelerometers
were placed collocated with the strain sensors. Figure 4 shows the sensor geometry on the air-
craft. An LMS SCADAS Lab and a SCADAS mobile were used for the data acquisition, and 2

Figure 4. F-16 test sensor locations

shakers were used to excite the structure, near the tip of each wing. Figure 7 shows the full test
set-up, with the shakers and the data acquisition systems. To obtain a boundary condition close
to free-free, the landing gear tires were slightly deflated,to decrease their stiffness.

Figure 6 shows the shakers on both sides of the aircraft, indicating the position where they
were attached, and Figure 6(b) also shows the support used for the shaker. The left wing was
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Figure 5. F-16 Test set-up

(a) Shaker on left wing (b) Shaker on right wing

Figure 6. Shaker locations

(a) F-16 Left wing set-up (b) F-16 left wing -
collocated strain sensor
and accelerometer

Figure 7. F-16 Test set-up and close-up on left wing with strain sensor and accelerometer

instrumented with the strain sensors, and is shown in Figure7(a), while a close up on one
of the (nearly) collocated sensor pair is shown in Figure 7(b). The aircraft was excited the
standard types of excitation signals, such as burst random,pseudo random, sine sweep and
stepped sine. These different types of signals can be used toachieve different identification
objectives, for example, to identify non-linearities. In the case of the tests using the strain
sensors, the main objective was to visualize the strain and displacement modes on the left wing,
and better understand their behavior. For this purpose, theburst random excitation was adequate
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and could provide good input for the modal identification procedure. The full bandwidth of the
excitation signal ranged from 1 to 64Hz, but a smaller range was used for the identification
- there were enough modes present from 4.5 to 15 Hz. Figure 8 shows the strain frequency
response function (SFRF) and the frequency response function (FRF), as well as their respective
coherence function, from and arbitrary point on the left wing where a collocated pair of sensors
was present.

(a) Strain FRF and coherence from an arbitrary point

(b) FRF and coherence from and arbitrary point

Figure 8. SFRF, FRF and coherence functions from a collocated sensor pair on the left wing

A noticeable characteristic from the piezo strain sensors is their signal-to-noise ratio. As
seen from Figure 8(a), the quality of the SFRF is very good, andthe signal looks less noisy than
the accelerometer.

The next step is to carry out the modal identification procedure. The vibration modes were
estimated using the PolyMAX polyreference least-squares complex frequency-domain method
[19]. By simultaneously using the accelerometers and strainsensors on the identification pro-
cedure, it is possible visualize both displacement and strain components of the mode, where
the strain can be displayed with coloring, while the displacement mode is represented by the
actual displacement on the geometry. The first mode of the aircraft is a symmetric wing bending
mode, followed by an anti-symmetric torsional mode of the wings, then a symmetric torsional
mode and finally an anti-symmetric bending of the wings. The last two identified modes are the
in-plane mode on the wings and the second symmetric bending of the wing. All these modes
are shown in Figures 9 through 11.
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(a) F-16 first wing symmetric bending mode at 5.19 Hz(b) F-16 first wing anti-symmetric torsion mode at 6.63
Hz

Figure 9. F-16 displacement and strain modes on left wing

(a) F-16 first wing symmetric torsion mode at 7.29 Hz(b) F-16 first wing anti-symmetric bending mode at
9.14 Hz

Figure 10. F-16 displacement and strain modes on left wing

(a) F-16 first wing in-plane mode at 16.43 Hz (b) F-16 second wing symmetric bending mode at
16.86 Hz

Figure 11. F-16 displacement and strain modes on left wing
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The modes show that the strain pattern from the wing cannot always be directly inferred or
understood from the displacement modes. In the first case (Figure 10(a)), for the wing bending,
there is a high concentration of strain in the middle of the wing, possibly because of the complex
internal structure of the wing. In the second case (Figure 10(b)), the strain measurements clearly
help visualizing the high amount of stress incurred on the tip of the wing, where the attachment
to the bomb is. For the in-plane mode of the wings (Figure 11(a)), it is clear that there is strain
on the leading and trailing edges of the wing, meaning that the strain sensors are effective in
capturing strain not only in the bending direction.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the use of dynamic strain sensors for the ground vibration testing (GVT) of an
F-16 aircraft was shown. Initially, the theory for strain modal analysis was presented, putting
into evidence the differences and similarities between theaccelerometer based and strain gauge
based modal analysis. Then, the characteristics of the dynamic strain sensors were presented,
also providing information on its sensitivity and how it is calibrated.

The set-up for the GVT was introduced, along with the measurement locations for the ac-
celerometers and strain sensors used, as well as the shaker attachment locations. The initial
strain FRFs showed very good quality with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio, and the modal
identification was carried out using those measurements. Asa result, mixed strain and displace-
ment mode shapes were shown, where it is possible to see the strain pattern on the left wing of
the aircraft with respect to its motion.

With the results, it is possible to conclude that the strain measurements can be used in a GVT
campaign, and that the additional information provided by them is useful for further interpreta-
tion of the mode shapes, especially with a complex structure.
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